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The merging or emergence of a pair of Dirac points may be classified according to whether the winding
numbers which characterize them are opposite (þ− scenario) or identical (þþ scenario). From the
touching point between two parabolic bands (one of them can be flat), two Dirac points with the same
winding number emerge under appropriate distortion (interaction, etc.), following the þþ scenario. Under
further distortion, these Dirac points merge following the þ− scenario, that is corresponding to opposite
winding numbers. This apparent contradiction is solved by the fact that the winding number is actually
defined around a unit vector on the Bloch sphere and that this vector rotates during the motion of the Dirac
points. This is shown here within the simplest two-band lattice model (Mielke) exhibiting a flat band.
We argue on several examples that the evolution between the two scenarios is general.
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Introduction.—There has been a recent growing interest
for various physical systems exhibiting a multiband exci-
tation spectrum with crossing points between the bands.
This interest was boosted by the discovery of graphene,
where the low energy spectrum is described by a two-
dimensional (2D) Dirac equation for massless fermions,
giving the name “Dirac point” to such linear crossing point
[1]. In two dimensions, a band touching is a topological
defect protected by time-reversal and inversion symmetries.
Such a contact point is characterized by a winding number
w [sometimes confused with a Berry phase [2]] which
describes the winding of the phase of the wave function
when moving around this point in reciprocal space. Such
singularities may emerge or disappear under variation of
external parameters under the constraint that the sum of
their winding numbers is conserved [3,4].
It has been shown that the merging (or emergence) of two

Dirac points in 2D crystals is described by two “universal
Hamiltonians” depending on the topological properties
of the Dirac points that merge [3,4]. They correspond to
the two scenarios for winding numbers ðþ1;−1Þ → 0 and
ðþ1;þ1Þ → þ2. These two Hamiltonians can be written
with the help of two Pauli matrices σa, σb (a; b ∈ x; y; z)
and three parameters Δ, m, c or Δ, ma, mb

Hþ− ¼
�
Δþ p2

x

2m

�
σa þ cpyσb; ð1Þ

Hþþ ¼
�
Δþ 1

2ma
ðp2

x − p2
yÞ
�
σa þ

pxpy

mb
σb: ð2Þ

For the first Hamiltonian, the gapless phase with Dirac
points corresponds toΔ < 0. WhenΔ ≥ 0, the Dirac points
of opposite signs (w ¼ �1) have merged into a semi-Dirac
spectrum (Δ ¼ 0), linear in one direction, quadratic in the
other, and then a gap 2Δ > 0 opens [5,6]. The second
Hamiltonian describes the nematic distortion of a quadratic
band touching [3,7–11]. A finite value of Δ splits this
quadratic point into a pair of Dirac points of same charge
along a direction which depends on sgn (Δ). The total
charge w ¼ þ2 being conserved, the contact is topologi-
cally stable and no gap opens. These Hamiltonians are

FIG. 1. Emergence at theM point and motion of a single pair of
Dirac points ðD;D0Þ from a flat band touching a quadratic band
(a)–(d) and from a symmetric quadratic spectrum (e)–(h). The
two Dirac points eventually merge into a semi-Dirac spectrum at
the X point.
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universal in the sense that they provide a unique description
of the merging of Dirac points, independent of its micro-
scopic realizations [12–15]. An additional term propor-
tional to the identity σ0 may change the spectrum
dramatically but does not change the geometric properties
of the wave functions. A quadratic touching point with a
flat band enters in the second category with an appropriate
σ0 term.
The question that we pose in this Letter is the fate of a

pair of Dirac points emerging from a quadratic band
crossing, when further distortion is applied. We find a
surprising situation where a unique pair of Dirac points
emerges from a quadratic touching point and disappears as
a semi-Dirac point with gap opening, therefore following
the two different merging scenarios in the same physical
system (Fig. 1). Considering that this pair is unique, its
emergence or merging necessary occurs at a time-reversal
invariant momentum (TRIM) G=2 where G is a reciprocal
lattice vector [16]. In the vicinity of these points, the Bloch
Hamiltonian takes either the form Hþþ with the Pauli
matrices ðσx; σzÞ, or the form Hþ− with the matrices
ðσx; σyÞ or ðσz; σyÞ.
This evolution poses a central question: How a pair of

Dirac points may emerge or disappear following both
scenarios ðþþÞ and ðþ−Þ? We show that this is possible
by defining a winding number around a unit vector which
rotates in pseudospin space. The resulting winding vectors
(see later) of the two Dirac points are parallel at their
emergence at the quadratic point and antiparallel at their
merging at the semi-Dirac point.
Here, this evolution is described in the framework of a

simple lattice model exhibiting a contact between a flat
band and a quadratic band. Considering the recent research
activity on the physics of flat bands [17], this pedagogical
model is worth studying. This is a generic model for
systems with more energy bands, like a deformed Kagome
lattice [18] or a honeycomb lattice with px-py orbitals [19].
The latter was probed by a recent experiment with a

polariton lattice of semiconducting micropillars [20]. The
deformation of these bands under appropriate lattice dis-
tortion highlights the scenario described in this Letter [21].
This experimental work is one of the main motivations for
our present study.
Staggered Mielke model.—In order to study this problem

on a concrete simple model, we consider the tight-binding
Hamiltonian visualized in Fig. 2. It has a checkerboard
structure with all identical hopping terms t. First proposed
by Mielke, this is the simplest two-band model exhibiting a
flat band [22]. In addition, we consider the effect of a
staggered on-site potential∓ V and we set δ ¼ V=2t. From
the original tight-binding Hamiltonian H, we introduce the
Bloch Hamiltonian

HðkÞ ¼ e−ik:RHeik:R; ð3Þ

where R are the position of the Bravais lattice sites. It has
the property Hðkþ GÞ ¼ HðkÞ where G is a reciprocal
lattice vector. Here, we define 2t ¼ −1 and the interatomic
distance a is taken as a ¼ 1. The Hamiltonian is written as
HðkÞ ¼ ϵ0ðkÞσ0 þHsðkÞ with ϵ0ðkÞ ¼ cos kx cos ky and
the energy symmetric Hamiltonian

HsðkÞ ¼
�

δþ sin kx sin ky ðcos kx þ cos kyÞe−iky
ðcos kx þ cos kyÞeiky −δ − sin kx sin ky

�
:

ð4Þ

Figure 3 shows the Mielke spectrum under application of
the on-site staggered potential δ and its evolution between
the two merging scenarios. When δ ¼ 0, the spectrum
consists of a dispersive band touching quadratically a flat
band of energy −1 at the M point ð0; πÞ (see Fig. 2 for
the positions in the reciprocal lattice). When δ is finite,
the flat band becomes dispersive in the energy range
½−1 − jδj;−1þ jδj� and the upper band extends in the
range ½−1þ jδj; 2þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δ2 þ 4

p
�. The quadratic touching

point splits into two Dirac points at the energy
ϵD ¼ −1þ jδj. Depending on the sign of δ, the Dirac
points emerge along one edge or the other of the Brillouin
zone (BZ) (δ > 0 in the figures). When δ → �1, these two

FIG. 2. Left: Mielke model. All bonds have the same hopping t.
Right: reciprocal space. The tilted square is the first Brillouin
zone (BZ). The arrows along the edge of the BZ indicate the
motion of the Dirac points when the parameter δ increases (here
δ > 0). The boxed arrows indicate the direction of the winding
vector w⃗. It rotates from the y to the x direction.

FIG. 3. Energy spectrum of the Mielke Hamiltonian HðkÞ for
δ ¼ 0 (a), 0.2 (b), 1 (c), and −π < kx, ky < π. When δ is finite,
two Dirac points appear at the M point and merge at the X point
ðπ=2;−π=2Þ when δ ¼ 1.
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Dirac points merge at the X or Y point ðπ=2;∓ π=2Þ and
the spectrum at this merging is semi-Dirac (here asym-
metric), as expected from general arguments discussed
below [5]. For δ > 0, the full evolution of the spectrum
along the merging line (the diagonal M–M0; see Fig. 2) is
plotted on the top [Figs. 1(a)–1(d)].
This simple Hamiltonian is of particular importance

because it is the simplest to describe the deformation of
a flat band into a pair of Dirac points which are linked by a
horizontal line. Such Dirac cones have been baptized type
III cones and are the subject of a recent interest [23].
Because the geometric properties of this model do not
depend on the identity term σ0, we concentrate on the
symmetric part HsðkÞ (4) of the Hamiltonian. Its energy
spectrum is symmetric, and its evolution along the
merging line upon application of the on-site staggered
potential δ is depicted in Figs. 1(e)–1(g). When δ ¼ 0, the
spectrum is quadratic and splits into two Dirac points
when δ is finite, very much like the distortion of the
quadratic touching in the bilayer graphene spectrum
under strain [9,24]. Unlike the case of graphene bilayer
where there are two quadratic points (in K and K0) with
opposite winding numbers w ¼ �2, here there is a single
quadratic point in the BZ which occurs at a TRIM (M
point). When δ → 1, the spectrum converges toward a
semi-Dirac point, following the ðþ−Þ scenario for dis-
torted graphene [3–6].
What is the nature of these Dirac points emerging from a

flat band? What are their topological properties? To answer
these questions, we now concentrate on the motion of the
Dirac points along the M–M0 line (ky ¼ kx − π) and their
merging at the X point.
Emergence (þ;þ) at the M point.—This situation arises

when the parameter δ is close to 0. We expand the
symmetric Hamiltonian near the M point located at the
south of the BZ (Fig. 2). Writing k ¼ ð0;−πÞ þ q and
using the rotated coordinates qk ¼ ðqy þ qxÞ=

ffiffiffi
2

p
and

q⊥ ¼ ðqy − qxÞ=
ffiffiffi
2

p
corresponding respectively to the

merging and the perpendicular axes, we find

HM ≡ h⃗M · σ⃗ ¼ −qkq⊥σx þ ½δ − 1

2
ðq2k − q2⊥Þ�σz: ð5Þ

This is the form of universal Hamiltonian Hþþ [Eq. (2)].
Here unlike the case of bilayer graphene where the low
energy Hamiltonian is written with the Pauli matrices
(σx, σy), this Hamiltonian is real and involves the matrices

(σx, σz). When δ ¼ 0, the pseudomagnetic field h⃗M rotates
around the y direction with a winding number of 2 and the
spectrum is locally quadratic ϵðqÞ ¼ � 1

2
ðq2k þ q2⊥Þ.

Merging (þ;−) at the X point.—This situation arises
when δ is close to 1 (a similar situation occurs at the Y point
when δ is close to −1). Introducing again the coordinates qk
and q⊥ and neglecting higher order terms, the symmetric
Hamiltonian in the vicinity of the X point has the form

HX ≡ h⃗X · σ⃗ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
q⊥σy þ

�
δ − 1þ 1

2
q2k

�
σz; ð6Þ

which is the universal Hamiltonian Hþ− [Eq. (1)] written
here in ðσy; σzÞ space. It describes the merging of two Dirac
points with winding number �1 around the x direction.
When δ ¼ 1, the two charges annihilate, there is no
winding anymore and the spectrum is semi-Dirac

ϵðqÞ ¼ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2q2⊥ þ q4k=4

q
.

Following the moving Dirac points.—We conclude from
these two limits that, upon variation of the parameter δ > 0,
the emergence and merging of Dirac points are described
by two universal Hamiltonians, respectively, Hþþ and
Hþ−, the first one involving pseudospin components
ðσx; σzÞ and the other one having components (σy, σz).
This implies a continuous rotation in pseudospin space
during the motion of the Dirac points. To follow this
rotation, we now expand locally the Hamiltonian in the
vicinity of the two moving Dirac points D, D0 of coor-
dinates kDx ¼ arcsin

ffiffiffi
δ

p
, kD

0
x ¼ π − arcsin

ffiffiffi
δ

p
, and kD;D0

y ¼
−π þ kD;D0

x . We write it in the form HD ¼ h⃗D · σ⃗

h⃗DðqÞ ¼ vkqku⃗z þ v⊥q⊥u⃗ϕ; ð7Þ
where the velocities are given by

vk ¼∓ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2δð1 − δÞ

p
; v⊥ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
2δ

p
: ð8Þ

We have introduced the unit vector u⃗ϕ ¼ cos kDy u⃗x þ
sin kDy u⃗y. Therefore, for a given value of the parameter δ,
the Hamiltonian HD in the vicinity of a Dirac is written
is terms of only two Pauli matrices σz and σϕ ¼ σ⃗ · u⃗ϕ.
Around each Dirac point the normalized pseudomagnetic
field h⃗D=jh⃗Dj rotates along an equator of the Bloch sphere,
whose orientation varies when moving the position of the
Dirac points from the M to the X point. Therefore, we are
led to define a “winding vector,” perpendicular to this
equator, and given by

w⃗D;D0 ¼ sgnðvkv⊥Þu⃗z × u⃗ϕ

¼∓ ffiffiffi
δ

p
u⃗x þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − δ

p
u⃗y: ð9Þ

FIG. 4. For a given δ, the pseudo magnetic field h⃗DðqÞ around a
Dirac point rotates along an equator of the Bloch sphere whose
orientation varies continuously with δ, from the M (¼ M0) point
to the X point. This orientation is characterized by a winding
vector (big arrow) which continuously evolves from the y axis to
the x axis.
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Figure 4 shows the evolution of the winding vector from the
M to the X point. At the M point, two Dirac points emerge
from a quadratic touching, with identical winding vectors
w⃗ ¼ u⃗y. They merge at the X point with opposite winding
vectors �u⃗x (Fig. 4).
Near the M point both velocities vanish before the

merging into a quadratic point. Near the X point, the
velocity vanishes along the k direction and stays finite
along the⊥ direction, announcing the merging into a semi-
Dirac point. Finally, we note that the motion of Dirac points
between the TRIM is not necessarily along a straight line.
It is in general determined by the vanishing of the off-
diagonal element of HsðkÞ.
Multiband systems.—For pedagogical purpose, we have

chosen to describe in detail a simple two-band problem.
The scenario presented here is generic of more complex
situations encountered in multiband spectra that we now
briefly illustrate in the cases of a three-band and a four-
band problem. First, we consider a square version of the
Kagome lattice which is known to exhibit a flat band
touching quadratically a dispersive band [25]. Under
appropriate variation of hopping parameters, a pair of
Dirac points between the two lower bands emerges from
the Γ point and merges at another TRIM, with a semi-Dirac
spectrum preceding the opening of a gap; see Fig. 5 [18].
Then we consider the spectrum of the honeycomb lattice

with two orbitals px, py per site, relevant to experiments as
discussed in conclusion [20,21]. It consists of four bands
arranged as two bands similar to the pz bands of graphene
are sandwiched between two flat bands (Fig. 6) [19]. In
addition, a staggered potential opens a gap in the middle of
the spectrum (like in boron nitride) and separates the two
from the two lower bands. Each dispersive band touches a
flat band at the Γ point [Fig. 6(a)]. A uniaxial distortion
similar to that realized in artificial graphenes renders the
hopping parameters anisotropic [5]. Under this distortion,
two Dirac points emerge from the quadratic touching points
[the upper one and the lowest one, Fig. 6(b)] therefore
following theþþ scenario and ultimately merge at a TRIM
following the þ− scenario [Fig. 6(c)]. The evolution of the
two lowest bands is quite similar to that of the Mielke
spectrum; compare Figs. 3 and 6.
Discussion and experimental perspectives.—In this

Letter, we have shown on a simple model, that a Dirac

point is characterized by an integer and a direction on the
Bloch sphere, leading to the notion of a winding vector
rather than number. We summarize here the scenario: for
two bands, a Bloch Hamiltonian HðkÞ ¼ h⃗ðkÞ · σ⃗ involves
three Pauli matrices and can be represented as a point on a
Bloch sphere, i.e., the position of a normalized pseudo-
magnetic field n⃗ ¼ h⃗=jh⃗j. In 2D, contact points between
two bands are unstable unless they are symmetry protected
(here by time reversal and on-site inversion). In such a
case, locally around a contact point kD, the Hamiltonian
HðkD þ qÞ ¼ haðqÞσa þ hbðqÞσb involves only two Pauli
matrices σa ¼ u⃗aðkDÞ · σ⃗ and σb ¼ u⃗bðkDÞ · σ⃗. The pseu-
domagnetic field is therefore restricted to move on an
equator. The contact point is then characterized by the
number of times the latter winds around the direction
u⃗a × u⃗b perpendicular to the equator when encircling the
contact point in reciprocal space. In general the winding
vector is given by

w⃗ ¼
�
1

2π

I
∇⃗ψ · dq

�
u⃗a × u⃗b ¼

1

2π

Z
n⃗ × dn⃗; ð10Þ

with tanψ ¼ hbðqÞ=haðqÞ. Compare this winding vector
with the topological numberN2 defined in [26]. For a Dirac
point, jw⃗j ¼ 1. At a TRIM, jw⃗j ¼ 0 or 2, depending on the
merging of the two Dirac points. The notion of a winding
vector becomes crucial when its direction changes as the
contact point moves in reciprocal space. In the present
case, it solves the apparent paradox that a single pair of
Dirac points is created with a total winding number of 2
[þþ scenario: ðþ1;þ1Þ → þ2] and annihilated with a
total winding number of 0 [þ− scenario: ðþ1;−1Þ → 0].
Because of w ¼ 2 at one end, no gap can open, and there
is a doubly degenerate zero-energy Landau level [9]. The
value w ¼ 0 at the other end implies that a gap may open
and the n ¼ 0 Landau level is splitted due to intervalley
tunneling [5]. Although the notion of winding number is
sufficient for a single Dirac point, that of winding vector
becomes essential for a pair.
The situation has been studied here within the simplest

two-band lattice model, which could be realized with an
optical lattice, as suggested in Ref. [27]. It is universal in

FIG. 5. (a) Unit cell of a Kagome-like lattice with square
symmetry. (b)–(e) Three-band spectrum with t1 ¼ 1, t2 ¼ 1.4,
t3 ¼ 1.2, 0.7, 0.2, 0.1, respectively.

FIG. 6. Spectrum of the px-py bands of a graphenelike
structure. A staggered potential opens a gap between the lower
and upper bands. Under anisotropy of the hopping parameters, a
pair of Dirac points (b) emerges from a quadratic point (a),
merges into a semi-Dirac point (c) before a gap opens (d).
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the sense that it properly describes the evolution of the
crossing point between two bands in a multiband system. It
describes the structure of the Dirac points emerging from
the touching with a flat band. The investigation of flat
bands in various experimental contexts is now reach-
able [17], and the study of their deformation is an important
issue. Recent photoluminescence experiments on a honey-
comb lattice of semiconducting micropillars were able to
probe the dispersion relation of bands constructed with p
orbitals. They have successfully shown new pairs of Dirac
points emerging from a flat band and whose evolution
follows the mechanism described in this Letter [21]. Given
the universality of this mechanism it should be observed
routinely in many new condensed matter or 2D artificial
structures exhibiting several bands in the excitation spec-
trum. In 3D, contact points between two bands are generic
and do not need any symmetry protection (see, e.g., Weyl
semimetals) so that there is no winding vector in this
case [32]. However, the notion of a winding vector should
be relevant for 3D nodal lines (protected by a symmetry).
Generically this winding vector will vary along the
nodal line.
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